
Subject: GPSv2
Posted by nlneilson on Thu, 02 Dec 2010 17:15:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Here is an app made with Upp.
It was ported from Python and Java.
It can work with a NASA WorldWind app but can be used alone, just click GPS and select No I/O
(this just turns off the socket connection attempts).

The GPS->CheckPorts will check the serial ports from COM4 thru COM20 that can be opened
and then checks the baud rate.  Then just select which port you want to open first.
The GPS receiver needs to output the GGA sentence (that is the only one that includes the Geoid
correction for altitude).

It also checks which port has the best signal (least HDOP) and sets that to the first GPS and the
second best to GPS 2.
Most of the code is setup for more than two but with only two receivers to test, my others are not
here for testing, so the sorting code will need to be changed.

The eventual purpose is not to have two GPS receivers hooked on the same computer (but can
be used to check one receiver for quality against another).

One port will be for tracking and another will connect with a port hooked to a radio receiver with
multiple GPS tracks.
Or it could be used for Differential GPS for land survey data.

The more I use Upp the better I like it.

http://www.nlneilson.com/gpsx2.html
updated the link

Subject: Re: GPSv2
Posted by nlneilson on Sat, 04 Dec 2010 15:12:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

When the app is run there is a popup re .cfg file.
Just click GPS->Save>Exit, any of the settings can be changed and will be active the next time
the app is opened.

When you click GPS->Check Ports the edit field on the right will show the progress.

One bug not solved is the CALLBACK or whatever for Check Ports or Open GPS skips, wait a few
seconds and click it again.

I removed the attachment to the previous post and added a link.
As bugs are removed or functions added that should be current.
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The "speed\@ang" has not been ported yet, that is still in the Java app this can interact with.
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